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Certified Grid Girl - Dot Grid JournalC: Letter C Journal, Colorful Skulls, Personalized Notebook Monogram Initial, 6 X 9C
JournalC JournalC JournalInitial 'C' Journal - Floral C Monogram Dot Grid NotebookMonogram C NotebookC : Initial Monogram
C Gold AlphabetC: Glowing C Initial NotebookC JournalCC JournalCC JournalC JournalCute Cat Monogram Letter C Notebook
Composition College Ruled Journal 8. 5 X 11 Inches Size Large - 110 Pages - White Papers for Student, Girls, Teenagers, Gift,
Teacher, Friend, Writing, Schooling - Vintage Cute Cover Lined Paper Inspirational QuotesC JournalCCC JournalFloral
Monogram Letter C JournalCC: Letter C Journal, Snipes with Foliage, Personalized Notebook Monogram Initial, 6 X 9C JournalC
JournalC JournalCCCherry Blossom Flowers Letter C JournalCCC: Initial Monogram Notebook C, C Monogram Journal C, C
Monogram Notepad CCDotted JournalC: Deer and Flowers Monogram Journal, Personalized Notebook Letter CCC: Letter C
Journal, Tropical Leopards, Personalized Notebook Monogram Initial, 6 X 9CMonogrammed Journal Notebook - Letter CC
Journal

Certified Grid Girl - Dot Grid Journal
Ideal for taking notes, lists, brainstorming, Bible study, writing in as a diary, or giving as a gift. Multi-purpose composition
journal notebook for sketching, jotting down thoughts, and writing notes. The notebook is made with a flexible laminated cover
for longevity. 6 x 9 120 pages (60 sheets) Convenient and portable Makes a perfect add-on gift Cream paper to reduce glare
and eye strain

C: Letter C Journal, Colorful Skulls, Personalized Notebook Monogram Initial, 6 X 9
This monogram notebook features the letter on the cover. There is ample room inside for writing notes and ideas. It can be
used as a notebook, journal or composition book. This paperback notebook is 6" x 9" and has 100 pages (50 sheets) that are
wide ruled. This is a lined writing journal that's perfect for everyday use. Keywords: C monogram journal, monogram journal C,
C monogram notebook, monogram notebook C, C monogram notepad, monogram notepad C, C monogram journal, monogram
journal C, C monogram notebook, monogram notebook C

C Journal
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This pink floral monogram notebook features the letter "C" on the cover. There is tons of room inside for writing notes, poems,
and ideas. It can be used as a notebook, journal, prayer list, or composition book. This paperback notebook is 6" x 9" and has
121 pages.

C Journal
Monogram Journal Features: 120 blank wide lined white pages Two-sided wide ruled sheets Perfect sturdy matte softbound
cover 8.5" x 11" the perfect size for your purse, tote bag, desk, backpack, school, home or work Can be used as a Journal,
journal, diary or composition book for school and work Great for taking notes, writing, organizing, lists, journaling and
brainstorming Journals make the perfect gift for adults and kids for any gift giving occasion

C Journal
This monogram notebook features the letter on the cover. There is ample room inside for writing notes and ideas. It can be
used as a notebook, journal or composition book, and can be used like a perfect gift.

Initial 'C' Journal - Floral C Monogram Dot Grid Notebook
Daily journal notebook with a beautiful floral covered with the initial - C. Keeps your dreams, thoughts, and ideas on 100 lined
pages. Color - black/pink/rose

Monogram C Notebook
The notebook with cute colorful design on the cover with cute inspirational quotes. Best for writing notes and ideas. It can be
used as a notebook, journal or composition book. This paperback notebook is 8.5 x 11 inches (letter size) and has 110 pages
(55 sheets) that are college ruled. The perfect gift for your friends, boyfriend or girlfriend also to motivate them in life
Keyword: Notebook 110 pages white papers, notebook for girls teen kids school, writing notes journal, notebook large size 8.5
x 11 inch, notebook lined interior, notebook and sketch book, notebook of meadow notebook trendy, notebook college ruled
cheap, notebook college ruled cute, notebook college ruled green, notebook college ruled for women, notebook college ruled
journal, Korean notebook college ruled, composition notebook college ruled for kids, kawaii notebooks college ruled, notebook
for college students, notebook for elementary school, notebook for employees, notebook for friends, notebook for girls cute,
notebook for gift, notebook for her, notebook for handwriting, notebook for him, notebook for high school, notebook for
husband, notebook for kids girls, notebook for kids for boys, notebook for little girls, notebook for letter writing, notebook for
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mom, notebook for math, notebook for music note taking, notebook for study notes, notebook for teachers teen girls men for
visual thinkers, notebook for high school, notebook vintage leather, vintage notebook journal, cute vintage notebook, vintage
diary notebook, vintage style journal cover for composition notebooks, vintage notebook journal cover, vintage floral notebook,
vintage floral journal notebook, journal vintage sunflower floral notebook, old vintage notebook, simplicity vintage notebook,
vintage paper notebook, vintage writing notebook for women, 8x11 vintage notebook, Japanese style notebook, vintage style
lined notebook, vintage style notebook, notebook cute for school, notebook cute for girls, cute notebooks for women, cute
notebooks for girls, notebook doodles super cute, notebook cute colorful cats college ruled, notebook cute colorful cats college
ruled lined pages, cute elephant notebook, cute notebooks for teen girls, cute notebooks for girls, cute journal notebook, cute
Japanese notebook, Korean notebook cute, cute kawaii notebooks, cute notebooks for kids, cute lined notebook, cute little
notebooks, cute notebooks with locks, cute office notebook, cute owl notebooks, cute quote notebooks, cute college ruled
notebooks, composition notebook college ruled cute, cute composition notebooks for teen girls, cute notebooks for teens, cute
writing notebooks, cute spiral notebooks for women, notebook stickers cute various stickers kids popular, cute notebook 8.5 x
11, cute yellow notebook, bohemian notebook, bohemian rhapsody notebook, notebook quote about love, notebook quote on
cover, notebook quote on love, notebook quote notebook, quotes notebook, quotes from notebook, quote notebooks and
journals, cute quote notebooks, girls notebook with bible quotes, journal notebook with quote cover, the notebook quotes wall
decor wood, notebook encouraging quote, funny quotes notebook, notebook with quote on front, notebook with quotes for
women & girls, inspirational quote notebook, journal notebook positive quote, lined notebook thick journal with quote, i am a
simple man quote from the notebook, motivational quotes notebook, notebooks with quotes on them, inspirational quote
notebook for women

C : Initial Monogram C Gold Alphabet
Blank lined notebooks are great for journaling, recording thoughts, memories, or inspirational quotes. Use this notebook in
school, business meetings, church or anywhere you need to keep track of important thoughts. Journals are perfect gifts for
friends, family, teachers, or anyone who loves to stay organized and jot down important notes in a fun and inspiring notebook.
6x9 Paperback Bound Notebook 150 Lined Pages Great gift for mom, sister, teacher, coworker and the friend who loves
personalized gifts. Find other initials by selecting the hyperlink for "authors name" near the top of this listing.

C: Glowing C Initial Notebook
This paperback notebook is pink or mauve depending on how you see things and has the letter C on the cover. The book is 8.5
inches by 11 inches (8.5x11) and there are 120 white blank lined pages to use as a notebook, a journal, a diary, composition
book or any other kind of blank book you need. Even though there are lines it can also be used as a sort of sketchbook or a
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drawing pad too.

C Journal
This beautiful golden cover with diamond prints monogram notebook features the letter "C" on the cover makes a great gift for
anyone who enjoys feeling pretty while they write. There is plenty of room inside for writing notes and ideas. It can be used as
a diary, notebook, journal or composition book. This paperback notebook is 6x9 and has 120 pages that are wide ruled. Perfect
for back to school to use in any classes!

C
Lined Notebook Or Ruled Notebook This Notebook Journal sized at 6x9 inch equal to 15.24cm x 22.86cm (pocket size), inside
this notebook you find 121 page white paper (blank) in the first page you put your full name or info related to you, you can use
this notebook journal diary to record your dreams you challenge or anything in your mind, bellow more notebook uses. Things
To Do In Your Blank Notebook Journalling Brain storming Lists Movie Reviews Passwords Doodle Short Story You can write
the lyrics to songs Special Memories You can draw everything you see Don't Forget If You are searching for a Gift or Present,
This Is a Perfect Gift to send and give it to your mom or best friend, dad, son, grand father, grand ma, daughter, sister, brother
Is Ideal Gift For any occasions Like Halloween,Thanksgiving,Valentine Day,Mother's Day,Christmas,Father's Day Make your
favorite person happy and don't forget maybe this notebook is perfect for you.

C Journal
This 6"x9" inch journal is a great way to show off your unique aesthetic style and let your creative juices flow! Whether it's for
taking notes for school work, doodling, or drawing, showcase your personality with this notebook. It includes 120 pages (60
Sheets) of black and white college ruled 7.1mm lined paper making it a perfect notebook for boys and girls, men and women.
There are a multitude of uses for this book whether you are a man or woman, male or female, including keeping track of goals,
plans, and tasks or even as a grocery list and exercise log. Great for journaling or can also be used as a diary for kids, teens,
or adults. Not to mention, teachers or students of all ages and grades from kindergarten, to middle school, junior high, high
school, and college for homework. Can also be used as a pad to jot down events and dates or a brainstorming, meditation,
prayer, gratitude, mindfulness journal. Whether its gel pens, ink, or pencils, practice your calligraphy or handwriting skills. The
cover is beautiful and colorful and is the perfect size for all backpacks, pocketbooks, handbags, purses, or bags. Perfect to keep
all of your thoughts and ideas in one place and the cute, pretty, chic, classy, and elegant custom cover makes a great present
for friends or family!
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C
This beautiful, one-of-a-kind, blank-lined monogram notebook features a unique gold flow design, and is the perfect
journal/diary/notebook, or gift, for anyone who's name begins with the letter "C". 120 (front and back) blank-lined pages, with
date/title bar to suit your needs. Makes a great gift!

C Journal
Available For Every Letter Of The Alphabet Inspirational Monogrammed Journal This floral monogram notebook is a great gift
for girls, women, teen girls, kids, niece, daughter, mothers, friends, family and for loved ones that like floral monogrammed
notebook gifts. This fantastic monogram journal for girls is perfect for taking notes in school, writing stories, doodling, list
making and journaling also for anyone with an entrepreneurial spirit. Features: Size: 6x9 inch (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Ideal for
habit tracking, budget tracking, planning, journaling, notes, ideas, Paper: wide ruled on white paper Pages: 110 off-white sturdy
pages Cover Finish: glossy cover Ideas On How To Use This Journal: Password organizer or manager plans and memories.
Recipe book Appointment organizer A normal notebook to write whatever you want. Recording memories from your trips /
travels. PS: Many other covers and book styles are available under our brand, "Simple Monogram Design".

C Journal
Check out our other books by clicking on "Baby Grass Design" above. Letter C Journal. Stylish and personalized, classic snipes
and foliage brought together on a beautifully muted palette. Grab one as a Christmas, Mother's Day, or Birthday gift for your
friend, girlfriend, wife, or mom. Great as a diary, composition book, for writing notes, school work, or just ideas. 110 pages,
College Ruled Line Paper. Perfectly sized at 6" x 9." Paperback notebook with a matte finish.

Cute Cat Monogram Letter C Notebook Composition College Ruled Journal 8. 5 X 11 Inches Size Large - 110
Pages - White Papers for Student, Girls, Teenagers, Gift, Teacher, Friend, Writing, Schooling - Vintage Cute
Cover Lined Paper Inspirational Quotes
Personalized Journal (Diary, Notebook) With Monogram On Cover Convenient carry-along size 6 x 9 Makes a lovely gift for
women or men 120 lined pages Medium-ruled notebook Use for planner, journal, notes etc. Beautiful nebula with gold
monogram on the cover To find your very own personalized notebook, search for "Daylite Publishing [initial] journal". The
perfect gift for any man or woman.
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C Journal
-' 120 pages '-' Notebook, 6" x 9" equals to DIN A5 // 15x22cm '-' Dotted Journal with bullets and dots. Simple Dream Journal
For Your Tasks, ToDos Sketches, notes or drawings - Journal. '-' Perfect for ideas, writing or to note some thoughts. '-'
Always keep an overview about all your notes. '-' It's a great birthday present for family, friends, sister, brother or yourself.

C
Simple yet elegant pink watercolor notebook is the perfect size (6" x 9") 110 blank lined notebook for all your journalism
needs. Give this as a gift to anyone that loves to journal and write. Perfect for quick note taking, doodling, prayer, meditation or
daily mindful writings. Makes great mentor or teacher appreciation day gift, birthday gift, Christmas gift, Mother's or Father's
Day gifts as well. Don't forget all those beautiful granddaughters that love to write in their journals too. Don't forget this can
also be a Thank You or Graduation gift. This customized notebook has a personal touch with the monogram initial letter "C" on
the cover and will look beautiful on your nightstand for the journalist to write their daily reflections and events before bedtime.
Nothing better than a good journal to write motivational and inspirational thoughts down for later inspiration. You can even toss
it in your purse or carry bag to make notes during day while on the go. Can be used for work, college, home or pleasure
writing. Ideal for budget tracking, habit tracking, journaling, notes and much much more. The glossy and smooth finish of the
big, medium line ruled lined journal is perfect for the bridal shower or baby shower so the gift list can be kept in it. Please
check all our monogram journals offered by clicking the author name above.

C
Beautiful Personalized Monogram Journals make lovely gifts for any occasion. Tropical flowers and palms grace the cover and
interior pages of this fun journal. This Journal makes a lovely gift for any occasion and would make a fun replacement to the
traditional birthday card. Size 6" x 9" inches 120 pages Soft Matte Cover

C Journal
Our notebooks and journals are the perfect gift for any occasion, especially as Christmas gifts, for friends, lovers and
family!!Lined daily diary / journal / notebook to write in, for creative writing, for creating lists, for Scheduling, Organizing and
Recording your thoughts. Journal Features: Size: 6x9 inchIdeal for habit tracking, budget tracking, planning, journaling, notes,
ideas, Paper: college ruled on white pape
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Floral Monogram Letter C Journal
Personalized Monogram Initial Journals are a fun choice for friends birthday gifts with their initials. You can even use them in a
series starting with the letter A and have a fun collection of journals for the year. They also make a fun log book for collections
of cute flamingos you may want to keep track of. Perfect for notes, daily diary, doodles, important tasks, or letters to self. Be
sure to get one today for you and a friend. 6 x 9 inches 120 pages Paperback Matte Cover

C
Glowing C Initial Monogram Notebook Looking for the ultimate personalized gift?! This gorgeous glowing C initial notebook is
the perfect choice - whether it's for yourself or a loved one. Lovingly designed by the team at Nifty Notebooks, this customdesigned personalized C initial notebook will take pride of place on any desk. With its bold, eye-catching design and highquality paper, this lined notebook is super on-trend and a must-have for 2018. C Monogram Notebook Features: 120 white highquality pages College-ruled notebook (medium ruled) Soft, matte C initial cover 6x9" dimensions; the ideal size for all
purposes, fitting perfectly into your bag Personalized notebooks and journals are the perfect gift for any occasion, particularly
aspersonalized birthday gifts Scroll up and buy this custom-designed personalized C monogram initial journal today and receive
fast delivery from Amazon. For more notebook and journal designs, check out our Author page, or visit us at
www.niftynotebooks.com.

C: Letter C Journal, Snipes with Foliage, Personalized Notebook Monogram Initial, 6 X 9
Find other letter monograms and cover designs by going to "Arden Life Journals" at the top of the page. This 120-page, soft
cover notebook features: 6" x 9" size - big enough for your writing and small enough to take with you smooth 55# white-color
paper, perfect for ink, gel pens, pencils or colored pencils a matte-finish cover for an elegant, professional look and feel a great
alternative to a greeting or birthday card! This journal can be used for writing poetry, jotting down your brilliant ideas,
recording your accomplishments, and more. Use it as a diary or gratitude journal, a travel journal or to record your food intake
or progress toward your fitness goals. The simple lined pages allow you to use it however you wish. Journals to write in offer
a great convenience, so keep one by your bedside as a dream journal, one in your car to record mileage and expenses, one by
your computer as an inconspicuous place for writing login names and passwords, and one in your purse or backpack to jot down
random thoughts, memorable moments or inspirations throughout the day. Paper journals never need to be charged and no
batteries are required! You only need your ideas, thoughts and dreams and something to write with. These journals also make
wonderful gifts for teachers, co-workers and neighbors, so put a smile on someone's face today!
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C Journal
C Journal
Inspirational Monogrammed Journal , Monogram initial Notebook to record your ideas and plans. If you want to increase the
positive effects, get a copy for a friend and share to inspire each other.This is Just the right gift for your close person whose
name starts with C. lined daily ournal to write in, to record your daily gratitude list, creative writing, for creating lists, for
scheduling, organizing and recording your thoughts.

C Journal
Monograms are the perfect way to make simple things special. No matter whether you're buying for yourself or as a gift, a
touch of customization is a thoughtful way to show care and love. Delicate floral design letter C on the cover Great size (8,5" x
11") Sturdy paperback cover 120 dotted pages (cream paper) It can be used as gratitude, travel, inspirational, daily journal, or
as the perfect personalized gift.

C
Check out our other books by clicking on "Baby Grass Design" above. Letter C Journal. Stylish and personalized, gorgeous and
bold, an initial enclosed in a dark square surrounded by tropical hibiscus with birds and bees. Grab one as a Christmas,
Mother's Day, or Birthday gift for your friend, girlfriend, wife, or mom. Great as a diary, composition book, for writing notes,
school work, or just ideas. 110 pages, College Ruled Line Paper. Perfectly sized at 6" x 9". Paperback notebook with a matte
finish.

C
Dear Unicorn Believer, Juicy Journal Lover and Paper Fanatic, This is a pretty monogram initial C journal notebook for you to
enter your juicy journal entries. This journal C notebook features your epic monogram letter C on the yummy journal notebook
cover in glossy print. Inside this lovely monogram journal C notebook, you will find 110 pretty pages of letter sized lined paper
(8.5 x 11, beautiful black and white print), each featuring a beautiful unicorn for your super fun journaling. Please use this C
monogram journal notebook for your beautiful words, superb scribbles, serious scrawls and delicious doodles. If you are not a
journaler, you can also use this monogram C journal notebook for planning, idea hunts, brainstorms, college note taking, essay
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writing, journalistic writing, school compositions, to do lists and the list goes on!We have priced this gorgeous alphabet journal
C notebook at a super affordable price so that you have the option to collect all our monogram notebooks or give them away as
great gifts! If you know anyone who loves pretty paper and journaling, why not gift them this C alphabet journal notebook
today, yaye!Ashley Yeo conjures seriously Kitsch, Kooky and Kawaii journals, notebooks, planners and paper stuff out of love,
peaches and cream for fellow paper fanatics like YOU. We hope our paper stuff can help you release the creative monster in
you. Please use our paper for your epic words, juicy scribbles, super scrawls and yummy doodles. Ashley Yeo is the prolific
paper and paperback indie production alter ego of a paper fanatic who believes in paper therapy via words, scribbles, scrawls
and doodles.We hope you will love this journal notebook as much as we have loved the whole process of creating it especially
for you. We love our journal notebooks and use them ourselves in our daily lives. We hope you will love them too!We surround
ourselves with pretty paper both in real life and our dreams. Do you too?

Cherry Blossom Flowers Letter C Journal
Paperback: 110 pages Language: English Product Dimensions: 6 x 9 inches

C
Our monogram series is available in A-Z, 1-9, various icons (in some series) and multiple interior formats (with most). Find
variations by altering the Title and Series Title in a search. Product quality is higher than shown in online store-created
imagery. There is nothing like the feel of pen/pencil on paper for your thoughts, dreams, experiences and life events recorded
in the moment. Use this blank book for a diary, journal, field notes, memoirs, travel logs, etc. Yes, it is designed for any of
these needs and more. 365+ pgs. with 60% gray lines for writing guides. Also includes: blank field title page to fill in 6-page
blank table of contents for later reference entries blank headers to fill in by the page See other designs available from "N.D.
Author Services" (NDAuthorServices.com) in its multiple series of 600, 365 or 150 page Mega-Journals, Journals, Notebooks,
Sketchbooks, etc. Many available in Blank, Grid, Hex, Lined, Meeting, Planner, Sketch and other interior formats. Over 8000
individual variations across pg. count / cover design / interior format as of 2017.

C
This Blue floral monogram notebook features the letter "C" on the cover. There is ample room inside for writing notes and
ideas. It can be used as a notebook, journal or composition book. This paperback notebook is 6"x9" and has 120 pages (60
sheets) that are wide ruled.
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C: Initial Monogram Notebook C, C Monogram Journal C, C Monogram Notepad C
This monogram bullet journal notebook features a pretty pink and gold glitter confetti design. It measures 6 x 9 inches in size
with 120 dotted pages. It's a great size for carrying in bags, purses and backpacks. It has book industry perfect binding, a
sturdy matte cover, and white pages that are great for pencil or ink. Makes an affordable gift under 10 dollars for Christmas,
stocking stuffer, Easter, Valentine's Day, 100 days of school, end of school or back to school for kindergarten, elementary
school, middle school, or high school aged students as well as teachers and adults. It is also a perfect, inexpensive party favor
to give away at a birthday party. Check out our brand name Kate's Monogram Notebooks for more monogrammed lined
notebooks and bullet journals.

C
Find other letter monograms and cover designs by going to "Arden Life Journals" at the top of the page. This 120-page, soft
cover notebook features: 6" x 9" size - big enough for your writing and small enough to take with you smooth 55# white-color
paper, perfect for ink, gel pens, pencils or colored pencils a matte-finish cover for an elegant, professional look and feel a great
alternative to a greeting or birthday card! This journal can be used for writing poetry, jotting down your brilliant ideas,
recording your accomplishments, and more. Use it as a diary or gratitude journal, a travel journal or to record your food intake
or progress toward your fitness goals. The simple lined pages allow you to use it however you wish. Journals to write in offer
a great convenience, so keep one by your bedside as a dream journal, one in your car to record mileage and expenses, one by
your computer as an inconspicuous place for writing login names and passwords, and one in your purse or backpack to jot down
random thoughts, memorable moments or inspirations throughout the day. Paper journals never need to be charged and no
batteries are required! You only need your ideas, thoughts and dreams and something to write with. These journals also make
wonderful gifts for teachers, co-workers and neighbors, so put a smile on someone's face today!

Dotted Journal
Certified Dot Grid "Grid Girl"! This 120 Page Blank Dot Grid Journal is perfect to tell the world that you love to capture your
writing, drawing or school notes! Personalized to Show Your Pride! Format: Size: 8 x 10 in (20.32 x 25.4 cm) - Large Enough
to Give Room to Write or Draw Grid Layout: .0125 in (.3175 mm) Dot Grid Journal Grid: .25 in (6.35 mm) 50% Black (Gray)
Bullet Points Content: 120 Pages of Blank, 60lb Lined Paper Cover: Marble and Gold (simulated) finish Personalized: To be
sure you know who is the Journal Junkie! Great For: Aspiring Writers and Poets Daily Diary or Schedule High School and
Homeschool Students College and Grad School Students Your friend the Grid Girl (you know who they are!) Perfect for the
Office Makes a great Birthday or Christmas gift! New Nomads Press New Nomads Press is a group of full-time traveling
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designers, roaming the world to find the most amazing experiences. Our books and content reflect those experiences to help
spread the word that the world in an awesome place!

C: Deer and Flowers Monogram Journal, Personalized Notebook Letter C
Check out our other books by clicking on "Baby Grass Design" above. Letter C Journal. Stylish and personalized, gorgeous and
bold, exotic leopards proudly displayed amongst tropical plants. Grab one as a Christmas, Mother's Day, or Birthday gift for
your friend, girlfriend, wife, or mom. Great as a diary, composition book, for writing notes, school work, or just ideas. 110
pages, College Ruled Line Paper. Perfectly sized at 6" x 9." Paperback notebook with a matte finish.

C
This beautiful purple acrylic pour prints monogram notebook features the letter "C" on the cover makes a great gift for anyone
who enjoys feeling pretty while they write. There is plenty of room inside for writing notes and ideas. It can be used as a
diary, notebook, journal or composition book. This paperback notebook is 6x9 and has 120 pages that are wide ruled. Perfect
for back to school to use in any classes!

C: Letter C Journal, Tropical Leopards, Personalized Notebook Monogram Initial, 6 X 9
Who do you know that loves Christmas? These pretty Vintage Christmas Monogram personalized Journals would make a lovely
gift for all your Christmas loving friends and family. Great for: stocking stuffers, secret sister gifts, teacher appreciation, bible
study friends and everyone who loves Christmas. Fun for party planning, journaling, Christmas recipes, and more. Size 6 x 9"
inches Blank Lined Journal Interior 120 Cream Interior Pages Soft Matte Cover

C
C Journal: Cute Initial Monogram Letter C Journal. Pretty personalized diary for Women, Teens and Girls. Flower Bloom Design
This white floral journal with pink and yellow flowers, colorful birds, and mandalas with pink, teal, peach, and yellow patterns is
perfect for girls, teens, and women who love bright, cheery colors. This is a great personalized, monogrammed gift for your
mom, sister, daughter, or friend whose first or last name starts with the letter C. This journal is is 6" x 9" and has 120 pages
(60 sheets) that are lined. It can be used as a gratitude, travel, inspirational, or daily journal.

Monogrammed Journal Notebook - Letter C
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FLORAL MONOGRAM LETTER C JOURNAL: A bright, bold, lined paperback notebook - this makes a wonderful Christmas,
New Year's, birthday, graduation or 'just because' gift. And don't forget your travel journal to jot down notes, memories,
poetry, prayers and musings. Not too thick & not too thin, so it's a great size to throw in your purse or carry-on bag! SIZE: 6 X
9 inches PAPER: Lightly Lined on White Paper PAGES: 123 Pages (62 Sheets Front/Back) COVER: Soft Cover (Matte)

C Journal
Check out our other books by clicking on "Baby Grass Design" above. Letter C Journal. Stylish and personalized, gorgeous and
bold, colorful skulls scattered on a black background with a bold initial. Grab one as a Christmas or Birthday gift for your son,
husband, friend, girlfriend, wife, or mom. Great as a diary, composition book, for writing notes, school work, or just ideas. 110
pages, College Ruled Line Paper. Perfectly sized at 6" x 9." Paperback notebook with a matte finish.
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